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NONEXISTENCE OF GENERALIZED SCATTERING RAYS

AND SINGULARITIES OF THE SCATTERING KERNEL
FOR GENERIC DOMAINS IN R3

LUCHEZAR STOJANOV

(Communicated by Frederick R. Cohen)

Abstract. It is proved for fixed unit vectors (j / Í in Ï and generic

bounded open domains £> c R that there do not exist generalized (<x>, 6)-

rays in Í2 = R \S) containing nontrivial geodesies on dQ . Consequently, for

generic domains the sojourn times of reflecting (to, 0)-rays completely describe

the set of singularities of the scattering kernel s(t, 6, w).

1. Introduction

Let Í2 be a closed domain in R3 with C°° smooth boundary <9f2 and

bounded complement S = R3 \ Q. For fixed co, 6 £ S2 the scattering kernel

s(t, 6, co) = sn(t, 8, co) related to the wave equation in Ixíí with Dirichlet

boundary conditions on R x 9Q is a distribution in ¿/*'(Rt) (see [6] for the

definition). It was suggested by Guillemin [3] that the analysis of the singular-

ities of s(t, 6, co) is connected with the sojourn times of the (tu, 0)-rays in

Q.
Let y : R —► Q. be a generalized geodesic in Q, ; i.e. y = i o y , where y : R —►

T*(R x il) is a generalized bicharacteristic of the wave operator G = dt -A

(see [7] or [4, §24.3]) and c r'(lxfi)^Q is the canonical projection. If

there exist real numbers a < b such that y(t) = co for t < a and y(t) = 6

for t > b, then y (and sometimes Imy) is called a (tu, 6)-ray in Q. Such a

curve y consists of linear segments in Í2 (two of them are infinite straightline

rays) and gliding segments (i.e. geodesies with respect to the standard metric)

on dQ. If Im y contains only a finite number of linear segments and does not

contain gliding ones, then y is called a reflecting (co, 6)-ray in Í2, otherwise y

is called a generlized (co, Q)-ray. By £w Q = Zm fl(Q) we denote the set of all

(co, 6)-rays in£l.
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Fix an open ball B with radii a > 0 that contains £>. For n £ S   let Zn

be the hyperplane in R tangent to B such that Z is orthogonal to n and the

halfspace H , determined by Z and having t] as an inward normal, contains

B. For a (co, ö)-ray y in il denote by T1 the length of this part of y that

is contained in Ha n ¿ï_e . Then Ty — T1 - 2a is called the sojourn time of y

(cf. Guillemin [3]). It is easy to see that the definition of Ty does not depend

on the choice of the ball B .

Under some assumptions on Q it was established in [10] that

(1) singsupps(i, 8, co)c{-T7: y£Zw¡e},

where £,w e = £œ e(Q) is the set of all (tu, 0)-rays in Q. Moreover, in [10] a

formula was proved for the main singularity of s(t, 8, co) for / close to some

T £ singsupps(i, 8, co). Recently, the inclusion (1) was established in [1]

under weaker assumptions, and it was also shown there that for generic Í2 in

R", T £ singsuppi(?, 6, co) for a class of reflecting (co, 0)-rays y in Q. In

[8, 9, 14] all singularities of s(t, 8, co) have been examined for special classes

of obstacles D.

For X = dQ denote by C°°(X, R3) the space of all C°° maps of X into R3

endowed with the Withney C°° topology (cf. [2]), and by C(X) = C™b(X, R3)

its open subset consisting of all C°° embeddings of X into R3. Then C(X) is

a Baire topological space, so every residual subset (i.e. a countable intersection

of open dense subsets), is dense in it. Given f £ C(X) we denote by Qy the

unbounded closed domain in R   with dQ^ = f(X).

The main result in this paper is the following:

Theorem 1.1. Let 8 ^ co be fixed unit vectors in R . Then there exists a residual

subset M of C(X) such that for each f £¿% there are no generalized (co, 8)-

rays in Q.^, and

(2) singsupps^i, 8, co) = {-Ty: y £ £,w¡e(Qf)}.

Moreover, for / e ^ and y £ Zm fl(ßy) the main singularity of sa (t, 8, co)

for / near -T is given by the same formula as that in [10, 1] (see [1, Theorem

2]).

2. Degenerate (tu, 0)-rays

Let Í2 be as in the introduction, X = dQ, and co £ S2.

A curve y in Q is called a degenerate co-ray if it has the form y = (J,ro /,- c

Q and the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) /0 is the infinite linear segment starting at xx having direction -tu ;

(ii) for every i = I, ... , k- I, /. is a linear segment [xi, xi+x], xt■ £ X for

i=l, ... ,k;
(iii) if k > 2 then for any i = I, ... , k-2, the segments /( and /(+1 satisfy

the reflection law at xj+1 with respect to X;i.e., I. and /|+1 make equal acute
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angles with the interior (with respect to Q) unit normal vector v(xi+x) to X

at xi+x and /(, li+x, v(xi+x) lie in a common plane; and

(iv) ^-l *s tanSent t0 X at xk ' determining an asymptotic direction for X

at xk (cf. [15] for the definition of asymptotic direction).

The points xx, ... , xk are called vertices of y. If every segment of y is not

tangent to X, then y is called ordinary. The defect of such a ray y is defined

by d(y) = k - s, where s = card{x¡ , ... , xk} .

Note that if the curvature of X does not vanish of infinite order, then for

every generalized (tu, 0)-ray y in Q there exist a degenerate tu-ray y, and a

degenerate (-ö)-ray y2 with y; c Imy , /' = 1, 2 (cf. [7]).

For a set A and an integer s > 2 we use the notation:

A{s) = {(ax, ... , as) £ As : ai ¿ aj for i # ;'}.

Lemma 2.1. There exists a residual subset 9i(tu) ofC(X) suchthatfor f £ 9\(co)

if y is a degenerate co-ray in Qy, then d(y) = 0.

To prove the assertion one can use some arguments from the proof of Lemma

2.2 as well as a combinatorial classification of the degenerate tu-rays, similar to

that for periodic reflecting rays used in §4 of [11]. Since the modifications are

rather standard, we omit the details.

For an integer k > 1 and co £ S , denote by 3¡(co ; k) the set of those / e

C(X) such that the set of all y = (yx, ... , yk) £ f(X)(k) for which yx, ... ,yk

are the successive vertices of a degenerate tu-ray on f(X) is a discrete subset

of f(X)(k).

Lemma 2.2. The set 2(co ; k) contains a residual subset of C(X).

Proof. To prove the assertion it is sufficient to establish that 3S(co; k) n

C^b(X, HJ contains a residual subset of C^b(X, Hw).

We proceed as in [11-13]. Let n: R3 —» Z = Zw be the orthogonal projec-

tion. Denote by Uk the set of those y = (yx, ... , yk) £ (R3)( ' such that for

every i = I, ... ,k-l, v( does not belong to the segment [y¡_¡, y(+1], where

by definition y0 = n(yx). Define F: Uk —► R by

*üO-¿>,-y*il|.
i=0

If yx, ... ,yk are the successive reflection points of a degenerate tu-ray y in

Q.r with d(y) = 0, then y = (yx, ... ,yk) £ Uk and F(y) is the length

of ynHw. Moreover, for y = (yx, ... , yk_x) we have grady F(y) = 0,

&k ~yk-i ' ^0^)) = 0 » and w = yk -yk_x is an asymptotic direction for Y at

Vj.. The last condition can be expressed analytically as follows: Let r: V —► Y
y

be a chart, where V is an open subset of R and r(V) is an open neighborhood

of yk in Y. Then w = X(dr/dux)(u) + p(dr/du2)(u) for some X, p £ R,

where r(u) = yk ,  u = («,, u2).   Let L,  M,  N be the coefficients of the
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2 2
second fundamental form of Y at yk ; that is, L(u) = ((d r/dux)(u), v(yk)),

M(u) = ((d2r/duxdu2)(u), v(yk)), N(u) = ((d2r/du22)(u), v(yk)). Then w is

an asymptotic direction for Y at yk iff (cf. [15])

(3) LA2 + 2MXp + Np2 = 0.

It is easy to check that X = (w , (Gdr/dux - Fdr/du2)/(EG - F2)) and p =

{w , (Edr/du2-Fdr/dux)/(EG-F2)), where E(u) = \\(dr/dux)(u)\\2, F(u) =

{(dr/dux)(u), (dr/du2(u)), and G(u) = \\(dr/du2)(u)\\2 are the coefficients of

the first fundamental form. Therefore (3) is equivalent to

L(w , Gdr/dux - Fdr/du2)2

+ 2M(w , Gdr/dux - Fdr/du2)(w , Edr/du2 - Fdr/dux)

+ N(w , Edr/du2 - Fdr/dux)2 = 0.

Let J2k(X, R3) be the k-fold bundle of 2-jets (cf. [2]). Given f £ C°°(X, R3),

the map j\f: X(k) - J2(X, R3) is defined by j¡f(xx, ...,xk) = (j2f(xx), ...,

j2f(xk)) ■ Here j2 f(x) £ J2(X, R3) is the 2-jet determined by f at x £ X.

Denote by M the set of those t = (j2fx(xx), ... , j2fk(xk)) £ Jk(X, R3) such

that (x,, ... , xk) £ X{k) ; (fx(xx), ... , fk(xk)) £ Uk ; rank dffa) = 2 for
every i = 1, ... , k ; and ^(x,) - fi+x (xi+x) is not tangent to f(X) at /"(x.)

for all i — 1, ... , k - 1, and co is not tangent to fx (X) at fx (xx ). Then M
2 ^

is open in Jk (X, R ). Finally, define the singularity set I as the set of those

x£M suchthat grady F o (fx x---xfk)(x) = 0, (fk(xk)-fk_x(xk_x), v) = 0,

and fk(xk)-fk_x(xk_x) is an asymptotic direction for fk(X) at fk(xk), where

v is a nonzero normal vector to fk(X) at fk(xk).

Next, using some arguments from [11] or [12] (cf., for example, [11, proof

of Lemma 7.1]) we establish that S is a smooth submanifold of M with

codim X = 2k.   Then for / £ C°°(Z,R3),  j\f rh I implies that  {x e

X{k): j2kf(x) £1} is a discrete subset of X(k) ; i.e., / e ^(tu; Â:). Conse-

quently S(co;k) contains the residual subset:

{/ € C°°(X ,R3): j\f *Z} nQl, //JnSH(tu)

of Ce^b(X, Hm). This proves the assertion.

3.  NONEXISTENCE OF GENERALIZED   (CO, 0)-RAYS

In this section we prove that generic domains Q do not admit generalized

(co, 0)-rays. To this end we combine Lemma 2.2 with a simple perturbation

technique.

Lemma 3.1. Let X be a smooth surface in R and c: [a, b] —* X be a geodesic

on X(b > a). Let c(t0) be an arbitrary point on the geodesic (a < t0 < b) that

is not a point of selfintersection, and U be an arbitrary neighborhood of c(t0)
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in X such that

(4) Unlmc = {c(t):a<t < ß}

for some a, ß £ (a, b). Then there exists f £ C(X) arbitrarily close to id

with respect to the C°° topology such that supp f c U, and if c: [a, b] —> X

is the geodesic on X = f(X) with c(t) = c(t) for t £ [a, a], then

(5) {c(t):t£(a,ß]}n{c(t):t£(a,ß]} = 0.

Proof. We may assume that U is small enough so that there exists coordinates

x0 , x, in U given by a chart r : V —► U c X, where V = (a, ß) x (S, S) c R2

for some <5 > 0, a<a<t0<ß<b, such that the components gtj of the

standard metric g on X have the form:

goo^xo' *0 =   '        go\(xo' xv = ^'        g\i\xo' x\) ~ G(Xq' x\) ^* ̂

for (x0, xx ) £ V. Moreover, we may assume

(6) G(x0, X[) < 1    for all (x0, x,) € V.

Otherwise we can replace r by another chart, f: V —► X given by r(x0, xt) =

r(x0, ex,) ; then gxx(x0, xx) = e gxx(x0, xx) < 1 for e > 0 sufficiently small.

Moreover, (4) holds provided t0 - a, ß -10, and ô are sufficiently small. Also

note that r(t, 0) = c(t) for t £(a, ß).

Take arbitrary C°° functions X, p: R -» [0, 1] with

(7) suppA = [a,£],        p = p(0)>0,        q = p'(0)>0.

For e > 0 small enough set fe(y) - y for y £ X \ U and fe(y) = r(x) +

eX(x0)p(xx)(dr/dx0)(x) for y = r(x), x = (xQ,xx) £ V. Let Xe = fE(X).

Then y/(x) — r(x) + eX(x0)p(xx)(dr/dxQ)(x) defines a chart, y/: V —> y/(V) c

XE. Let g(e) be the standard metric on X£ induced by R3 ; then for its

components gi (e ; x0, x,) we have:

g00(e ;x9,xi) = l + 2eX'(x0)p(xx) + 0(e2),

gQX(e;x0,xx) = eX(x0)p'(xx) + O(e2),

gxx(e;x0,xx) = G(x0 ,xx) + 2eX(x0)p(xx )

■ ((dr/dxx)(x), (d2r/dx0dxx)(x)) + 0(e2)

for e close to 0.

Using (x0,xx) consider the canonical coordinates x0, x, , y0, yx in T*Xe

and the Hamiltonian vectorfield generated by the Hamiltonian:

H(e , x, y) = g00(e ; x)y\/2 + gox(e; x)y0yx + gxx(s; x)y\/2,

where x = (x0, xx), y = (y0, yx). Let c(e ; t), 0 < t, be the geodesic on XE

with c(e ; t) = c(t) for each t £ [0, a], and (x{e)(t), y{e)(t)) be the correspond-

ing integral curve in T*Xe. Writing the Hamiltonian equations for this curve,

and then the corresponding variational equations for

X,(t) = (d/de)xf(t)\E=0,        F.(f) = (d/de)yf](t)\E=0,
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we get (cf. (7)):

X0(t) = Y0(t) + 2pX'(t)

Xx(t) = G(t, 0)Yx(t) + qX(t)

Y0(t)= -pX"(t)

Yx(t)= -qX'(t)

X0(a) = Xx(a) = YQ(a) = Yx(a) = 0

for (a<t<ß). Consequently, Yx(t) = -qX(t) and Xx(t) = qX(t)(l-G(t, 0)).

Hence (6) yields Xx(t) > 0 for every t £ (a, ß), and therefore, Xx(t) > 0

for each / £ (a, ß]. This means that (d/de)x[£)(t) > 0 for t e (a, ß],

provided e > 0 is sufficiently small. Fix such an e. Then x\f (t) is positive

for t £ (a, ß], and for / = fE, X = XE, and c(t) = c(e, t) we have (5). This

proves the assertion.

Fix two unit vectors co ̂  8 in R .

Theorem 3.2. There exists a residual subset 'V of C(X) such that for every

f £'V there are no generalized (co, 8)-rays in ilf.

Proof. We are going to construct by induction a decreasing sequence ^D^D

■•O^D'" of residual subsets of C(X) such that for any k and any f £%/¡c

there are no generalized (tu, 0)-rays in Q, with not more than k vertices.

It follows by [5] that there exists a residual subset Jf of C(X) such that

whenever / € X, for every y e f(X) the curvature of f(X) at y does

not vanish of third order with respect to any direction tangent to f(X) at

y. Then for / g 3?, if y: R -► Qf is a (co, 8)-ray, then Im y = Uto^-

where /0 and lk are infinite segments, starting at xx and xk, respectively,

with directions -co and 8, and for any i = I, ... , k - I, /; is either a

linear segment [x¿, x(+1] in Q^ or a geodesic x¡xí+l on dQf = f(X), and

x( = <9Qy for every z' = 1, ... , k . Moreover, two successive linear segments of

y satisfy the reflection law at their common end, and if a linear and a gliding

segments of y are successive, then the linear segment is tangent to the gliding

one, determining an asymptotic direction for dCl, at their common end (cf.

[7]).
Denote by 2^ the set of those / e J? such that there are no degenerate

(tu, 0)-rays in Q, with one vertex. The verification that "Vx is open and dense

in C(X) uses some arguments very similar to those below, so we omit the details

here.

Let k > 1, and suppose we have already constructed the sets T¡D ••• D 2^_,

so that they have the desired properties. Next, we construct 2^ .

A function X: {1,2, ... ,k} -* {0, 1} is called a k-design if ¿T ^ 0,

¿T(0) =JT(k) = 0, and ^(i)^(i+ 1) = 0 for each i = 1, 2, ... , k - 2. If

y is a generalized (tu, 0)-ray with Im y = (J.=0 /. and k vertices, and for each
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/ = 1, ... , k - 1, ßif(i) = 0 holds iff /( is a linear segment, then y is called a

ray with design ßif.

Fix a k-design ßtf and set

q = max{i : l<i<k-l, ß?(i) = 1},

p = min{i: 1 < i < k - 1, ^(i) = 1}.

We now use the sets 3¡(co; m) defined in §2. Also consider the set ^ of all

/ € C(X) such that there are only finitely many reflecting (co, ö)-rays in Q,

with not more than k vertices and all of them are ordinary. By Theorem 5.1

in [13], !Tk contains a residual subset of C(X). Then by Lemma 2.2 the set:

(8) W = ^k_xn3f(co,p)n3'(-8,q)nyk

also contains a residual subset of C(X). Fix an arbitrary r £ N and denote

by ^(k ; r ; ßif) the set of those f £ W such that there are no generalized

(co, 8)-rays in Q.f with design ßtf and sojourn times < r.

First, we show that ^(k ; r ; %?) in dense in W. To this end we assume

id £ W, and then we have to prove that there exists / £ ^~(k ; r ; %?) arbitrarily

close to id with respect to the C°° topology. Observe that there are only finitely

many generalized (co, 0)-rays in Q^ with design %? and sojourn times < r.

Indeed, assume there exists an infinite sequence {ym} of distinct generalized

(co, 6)-rays ym: R ~* Í2 with design ßf and sojourn times < r. Let x((m) =

y(/((m)), 0 = t[m) < if' < • • • < 4m) » be the successive vertices and /;(m) (/ =

0, I, ... , k) be the successive segments of ym . We may assume that there exist

limM x((m) = X; for i=l, ...,k and limOT |/)m)| (|/| denotes the length of the

segment /) for / = 0, I, ... , k . Then a standard continuity argument shows

that for every t £ R there exists limm ym(t) = y(t), and y is a (tu, 0)-ray in

Q (cf. [4]). Moreover, /. = limOT l¡ are successive segments of y (some of

them may consists of only one point so they can be cancelled) with endpoint

xx, ... , xk and Im y = |jf=o h ■ Since 8 ^ co and id £ W c "Vx , the case

JCj = • • • — xk is impossible.

If every /( is nontrivial, i.e. it does not consist of one point, then y would

be a generalized (co, 8)-ray with design ßf. Then 6m — [filo U f°r any

m £ N and ô — [fio ¡¡ are degenerate tu-rays in Q with ôm —► ô, which is

a contradiction with id £ 31 (co, p). Therefore /, vanishes for at least one /.

It then follows that y is a reflecting (tu, ö)-ray in Q, otherwise we would get

a contradiction with id £ cZ/k_x ■ Clearly, y has at most k - 1 reflection points.

Moreover, applying some arguments similar to those in §4 of [13], we see that

some segment of y is tangent to X, which is a contradiction with id £ ^k .

Hence there exist only finitely many generalized (co, 0)-rays y, y2, ... ,yn

in f2 with design ßi? and sojourn times < r. Let Im y = U,=o'/ ■ Then L is

a linear segment iff ß?(j) = 0. Let x( = y(t¡) be the successive vertices of y,
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0 = r, < t2 < • • • < tk. Then

iq = {y(t):tq<t<tq+x}

is a geodesic on X and I   x, ... , lk_x are linear segments. There is no a £

K?> W suchthat

(9) {y(t):a<t<tq+x}cls

for some s < q . Indeed, if such a and 5 exist, then there would be two distinct

generalized geodesies in Q passing through x +x indirection xq+xxq+2, which

is a contradiction with id G W c 3? (cf. [7] or [4]). Hence for every s =

I, ... , q-l there exists a £ [t , t x) so that (9) does not hold. Consequently,

there is t0 £ (t , tq+x) such that y(t0) is not a point of selfintersection of

y. Moreover, applying the same argument, and eventually replacing F by a

smaller neighborhood of xk, we see that t0 can be chosen so that y(i0) £

(U"=2 Im7,)u V • Next, choose a small coordinate neighborhood U of y(t0) in

X with

Í. ,      \
Un [Jim y,    UKuÜ'y

■   <!=2 / ;=0
V ./*?     7

and such that (4) holds for c(t) = y(t), a - t , b = tq+x , and some a,

ß. By Lemma 3.1 there exists / £ C(X) arbitrarily close to id such that

supp/ c U and (5) holds for X = f(X) and the geodesic c: [a, b] —► X
with c(t) - c(t) for t £ [a, a]. Since id 6 3J(co;p) it is easily seen that

if / is sufficiently close to id, then the only generalized (co, 0)-rays in Q.,

with design ß? and sojourn times < r are "i2, ■■■ ,"?n and eventually, a ray

à with 3(0) = xx and ¿(0) = co. Assume that for any choice of / there

exists such a generalized (co, 8)-ray ô = ój-. Then clearly S(t) = y(t) for all

t < a. Let zx = xx, z2, ... , zk be the successive vertices of S . Observe that

for / sufficiently close to id the last vertex zk of ô belongs to V. Otherwise

we would find a sequence fm —> id such that the last vertex of ôm = ô,

is not contained in V and limm<5m(i) = ô(t) exists for all t £ R; then ô

would be a generalized (tu, 0)-ray in Q. with design ßif and sojourn time

< r different from y, y2, ... , yn: a contradiction. Hence zk £ V for /

sufficiently close to id, which is a contradiction with the choice of V. Thus

for / sufficiently close to id there are only n - 1 generalized (co, 0)-rays with

design ßif and sojourn times < r in Q. Moreover, a simple argument shows

that for special construction of / considered above (if U is sufficiently small

and / is sufficiently close to id) we have f £W .

In this way, by induction we construct g £ ^(k ; r ; ßif) arbitrarily close

to id. Hence W(k;r;ßr) is dense in W. To prove that T(k;r;ßT) is

open in W it is sufficient to establish that if {/„} c W \ T~(k; r;ßf) and

fn -> id £ W, then X admits a generalized (tu, 0)-ray with design ßif and
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sojourn time < r. This follows easily using some arguments from above and

we omit the details.

The set C\^ rT(k\ r;ßt), where r £ N and ßif runs over the finite set

of all k-designs, is a residual subset of W ; therefore it contains a residual

subset 2^ of C(X). Clearly 2^ has the desired properties. This completes the

construction of the sequence {Jf,} .

Finally, setting W = ÇÇ=X 2^ , we obtain a residual subset of C(X) such that

for any / e 'V there are no generalized (co, 0)-rays in Q^.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. It follows by Theorem 2 in [1] that there exists a residual

subset sí of C(X) such that for any f £sí and any reflecting (co, 8)-ray y in

Qr, if T ^ Ts for every generalized (co, 8)-ray ô in Q., then —T belongs

to the left-hand side of (2). Set 3$ = sf nJÍ n T, then M is a residual subset

of C(X). Given / 6 31, by [10] or [1] we have that the left-hand side of (2)

is contained in the right-hand side. Since / € *V, there are no generalized

(co, 0)-rays in i!y, and the above remark implies that (2) holds.
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